
This is the tale of three generations Vandermarliere – and counting. A tale about a company born in an attic in 1926. 
A tale of disruptive innovation, bold marketing and clever expansion. But also a tale about remaining true to the craft. 
VCF’s story is as layered as one of its fine cigars – be they J. Cortès, Oliva, De Olifant, Country or NEOS.  
It has brought us from the countryside of West-Flanders to the farmlands of Nicaragua and everywhere in between. 
Whenever you light one of our cigars, you instantly disconnect from the everyday fuss and become one with our timeless tale. 
Don’t smoke but enjoy!

They, who call themselves Cortèsiens are looking for a new colleague as:

IT MANAGER SL (M/V)  

UTP Sri Lanka is a sister company of J.Cortès Cigars and the Vandermarliere Cigar Family.  At UTP Sri Lanka, we make B2B products  
for the cigar industry and work for a worldwide set of clients, from small family-owned SME’s to big multi nationals. UTPSL is the 
world leader of the niche it is operating in. 

To improve our operations and services we are looking for an IT Manager with excellent people skills. As IT Manager you will be 
responsible for a team of 8 people. You ensure that all IT Services are documented and you are responsible for the development of 
the CRM and production programs in Sri Lanka. You‘re driven by the desire to lead and empower a team towards maximum productivity 
and efficiency, always with respect for people and culture. 

Objectives  

• You support the IT strategy to the business.
• You make sure all IT services are well documented and right procedures are followed.
• You ensure the development of the CRM and the production programs.
• You oversee the technological infrastructure in the organization to ensure optimal performance.
• As people manager you lead and coach your team to achieve the agreed annual targets.
• You develop a team so they can provide the right level of support to users in SL and in the future to the group.
• You report directly to the GM of Sri Lanka  for day to day issues and to the CIO for IT matters.

Skills and Qualifications 

• Master in Business management, information technology or similar by experience.
• Proven experience in IT with a general knowledge of IT systems, infrastructure, network and databases.
• Excellent communication, collaboration and delegation skills (people manager).
• You are analytical and like to solve problems.
• You are an entrepreneurial spirit that loves to work hands-on.
• You have the ability to adapt to the local culture and habits. 

Offer 

• An attractive and challenging environment in Sri Lanka with the soul of a vibrant Belgian mother-company.
• The once in a lifetime chance for you to develop yourself in an international environment.
• An open company culture with short communication lines.
• Third generation family owners
• Values of the Company : Commitment, Open-Minded, Respect, Team Spirit and Strong Professionalism.

Interested? 
Contact: anne-aymone.bourgois@vcfcigars.com.

IT MANAGER SRI LANKA (M/V) 


